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We introduce a one-to-one correspondence between directed animals on a square 
lattice and a class of one-dimensional paths. We derive very simply the formulae 
giving the exact number of directed animals of given size and the average width of 
such animals. The more surprising result is the fact that the number of compact- 
rooted directed animals of size n is 3”-‘. 0 1988 Academic PKSS. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several reasons have recently attracted much theoretical attention among 
physicists to the directed lattice animal problem. This model belongs to the 
large class of thermodynamic models for critical phenomena and phase 
transitions. The problem is related to the directed percolation problem [26]. 
One of the interests in the introduction of a preferred direction in such 
models relies in the change of the so-called universality class of the model. 
Finding exact formulae for the animal problem is a major open problem 
in combinatorics. Surprisingly, very simple formulae exist for the square 
lattice directed animal problem. 
This problem has been studied in statistical physics by various methods: 
using direct enumerations up to a maximum size [lo, 241, Flory approxi- 
mation [18, 231, field theory approach [3-6, 14, 171, transfer matrix method 
[16, 19, 201. 
As shown by Breuer and Jansen [4] and Cardy [5], the directed animal 
problem in d dimensions is related to the Lee-Yang edge singularity 
problem in d - 1 dimensions. Moreover, Dhar [8, 91 has proved the 
equivalence of the direct animal problem with a lattice gas model with 
extended hard-cores. In particular, the generating function for the number 
of directed animals on a cubic lattice (with diagonal steps allowed) is the 
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density of the hard-hexagonal problem recently solved by Baxter [l, 21, and 
involving the famous Rogers-Ramanujan identities. 
For the dimension d = 2, several conjectures have been given and exact 
results with explicit enumeration formulae have been proved by Nadal, 
Derrida, Vannimenus [21], Hakim and Nadal [16, 191 and Dhar [8, 91. 
Directed animals have also been proposed as models for river networks 
[15]. More recently, other studies have been made about directed animals 
[21, 7, 12, 13, 221. 
We give a pure combinatorial solution of the directed animal problem. 
We introduce a one-to-one correspondence between two-dimensional 
animals of size n and a very simple family of one-dimensional paths of 
length n - 1. 
One reduced to the path problem, it is immediate to obtain the generat- 
ing function for directed animals. We also deduce the exact formula for the 
average width of such animals conjectured by Dhar [8]. 
Nevertheless, it seems difficult to use this correspondence for the esti- 
mation of the average length. 
Our techniques are in the vein of the way combinatorists are now looking 
at enumeration problems: emphasis is made on “bijective” proofs rather 
than “analytic” proofs. In another paper, we will study deeper the bijection 
introduced here between paths and directed animals, in particular to 
rederive known exact results of Hakim and Nadal [16] about directed 
animals on a bounded strip. Also, in forthcoming papers [29, 301, one of us 
proposes a completely different combinatorial approach to the directed 
animals problem using the new concept of heaps of pieces. 
A summary of the present paper, together with the combinatorial ap- 
proach of [29,30], and a survey of the physics approach, has been given in a 
Bourbaki seminar [28]. 
2. DIRECTED ANIMALS 
We briefly review the directed animals model. We consider an infinite 
square lattice, that is, the set II = Z x H. A directed animal is a finite 
subset P of II such that every point of P can be reached, from one of some 
distinguished points of P called the root (or source) points, by a path 
contained in P using only east and north steps. Such a path will be called a 
directed path. Moreover, P is such that the root points are located on a line 
perpendicular to the main diagonal y = x (see Fig. 1). 
The so-called preferred direction is thus North-East. In enumerative 
problems, directed animals are defined up to a translation. 
Enumeration problems are mainly concerned with animals having a 
single root point and animals bounded in a finite strip parallel to the 
preferred direction. 
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FIG. 1. A directed animal 
Let a, be the number of directed animals with n points and one root 
point. Dhar, Phani, and Barma [lo] conjectured the following surprisingly 
simple expression for the corresponding enerating function: 
c 
II21 
ant” = ; [ (1 + t)“‘(l - 3t) -1’2 - 11. 
A consequence of (1) is the following asymptotic form for a,: 
(1) 
an - py@ withp=3andO=$. (2) 
The growth parameter ~1 is called the connective constant and plays the 
role of the critical temperature in usual statistical mechanics problems. The 
number 0 is called a critical exponent. 
Two other critical exponents V~ and Y,, need to be introduced. The width 
t(P) (resp. length X(P)) of the directed animal P is the minimum integer 
m = m, - m2 such that the animal lies between the two lines having 
equation y = x + m,, y = x + m2 (resp. y = -x + m,, y = -x + m2) 
with mr L m,. The average width 5, and the average length A,, taken over 
the a,, one-rooted point animals, are expected to have asymptotically the 
following forms: 
5, - nyl , (3) 
L - n”ll, (4) 
More precisely, Dhar [9] conjectured the following closed form for the 
average width: 
5 = 2. 3”-’ n ~ - 2. (5) 4 
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For each thermodynamic model, the determination of the critical 
exponents is of fundamental importance for physicists. 
The various different physics methods [3-6, 10, 14, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 271 
leads to the conclusion: 0 = vL = i. 
Relation (1) has been recently proved by various methods. Dhar [9] used 
a connection with an exact solution (for special values of coupling constants 
called disorder points) of the Baxter hard-square gas model with negative 
activity and attractive interactions. Nadal, Derrida, and Vannimenus [20] 
proved (2) and gave a conjecture for the number of animals on a bounded 
strip with given source points. This conjecture was proved by Hakim and 
Nadal [16, 191 using a transfer matrix and operators acting in a space of 
spins. From this, one can deduce relation (1) and Pi = :. Moreover, Dhar 
[9] showed the equivalence with a crystal-growth model and deduced that 
the generating function (1) is also the expression of the density of a 
one-dimensional gas model with hard-core interactions and thus gave a 
simpler proof of (1). 
We give a proof of relation (5). Of course, relations (2) and (5) imply 
immediately vI = i. The phenomenological renormalization group calcu- 
lation of Nadal, Derrida, and Vannimenus [2] gives a rather accurate 
estimation of the exponent v,, which agrees with &. The exact value is not 
known. 
But the more surprising result is Corollary 3 of the following section: the 
number of directed animals having “consecutive” root points (called here 
compact-rooted animals, or for short, h-animals) and size n is 3”-l. 
3. THE CORRESPONDING PATHS F~ILY 
We consider random paths on the one-dimensional lattice (that is the set 
Z of integers). To fix the ideas, a particle ~1 is moving on the integer 
coordinate points of a vertical line. The coordinate z of p is called the level 
of /A. 
We define G, as the set of all paths o of length n (that is, o has n 
elementary steps) such that: 
w starts at the origin (level 0) with three allowed elementary 
steps: North (z --f z + l), South (z + z - l), and Rest (z + z). (6) 
The number of such paths is, of course, 3”. We denote by I;, the set of 
paths of o having the additional property: 
p moves on the nonnegative part of the line (z 2 0). (7) 
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FIG. 2. A compact-rooted irected animal 
The number of such paths is denoted by 1 F,I = b,,. We will prove in 
Section 4 that the corresponding enerating function is: E,, t Ob,t” = a(t)/t, 
where a(t) is the generating function of (1). Our main result is that 
4, = an+,, the number of one-rooted point directed animals. 
More precisely, let P be a one-rooted point directed animal, the root 
point being the origin (0,O). We define the lower width t-(P) (resp. upper 
width t+(P)) as the minimum integer m 2 0 such that the animal lies 
entirely above (resp. below) the line with equation y = x - m (resp. 
y = x + m). Of course, the total width is &T(P) = t-(P) + c+(P). 
The main theorem of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM 1. There exists a bijection 0 between the set F, of paths o of 
length n (dejined by (6) and (7)) and the set of directed animals P of size 
n + 1 with a single root point. Moreover, this bijection can be taken such that 
the level h(w) of the ending point of the path w satis$es: 
h(w) = <-(O(w)). (f-0 
In fact, we will construct a more general bijection, with paths of G,,. We 
introduce a few notations. 
If w is a path of G,, we define the two parameters h,(w) and h*(W) by 
the conditions: 
if m I 0 is the minimum level reached by a path w, 
h,(w) = -m. 
if h(w) is the level of the ending point of the path w, 
h2(W) = h(w) + h,(w). 
(9) 
00) 
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Let P be a directed animal (with arbitrary root). We denote by a(P) 
(resp. p(P)) the highest (resp. lowest) root point. We generalize the 
parameters ,$- and 5” for arbitrary animals. 
Let m, (resp. m2) be the minimum (resp. maximum) integer such that 
the animal lies below (resp. above) the line with equation y = x + m. Let E, 
(resp. Z2) be the unique integer such that the point CX( P) (resp. p(P)) is on 
the line with equation y = x + I, (resp. y = x + 12). Then we denote 
E+(P) = ml - 4, t-(P) = f2 - m2, (11) 
P(P) = (4 - w2. (14 
EXAMPLE. For the animal displayed in Fig. 2, t+(P) = 1, t-(P) = 3, 
p(P) = 3. The total width of the animal P would be 
t(P) = 4’(P) + b(P) + 5-w. 03) 
Throughout this paper we will mainly be concerned with directed animals 
P such that the number of root points is 1 + p(P), that is, animals having 
“consecutive ” root points. We will call them compact-rooted irected animals 
(see Fig. 2). 
The fundamental theorem of this paper is: 
THEOREM 2. There exists a bijection Cp between the 3” paths o of G,, 
(dejined by (6)) and compact-rooted animals of size n + 1, and satisfying the 
two conditions: 
h,(w) = <-(O(w)) (defined by (9), (ll)), (14 
h2W = Pw4) (defined by (lo), (12)). (14’) 
In particular, the case of animals with only one root point corresponds to 
a path o with h2(u) = 0, that is, a path where the ending level is the 
minimum level. By reversing the time, we obtain a path G? of F,. With the 
bijection w + P = Q(G), condition (14) becomes condition (8) and we 
obtain Theorem 1. 
Another immediate corollary of Theorem 2 is the surprising result: 
COROLLARY 3. The number of compact-rooted irected animals of size n is 
If ‘n k denotes the number of compact-rooted irected animals of size n 
and having k source points, an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the 
following relation: 
cn,k = c,-i&i + C,-i k + c,-i,&+i for every n > I and k > 1, 
C Il.1 = 2%1.1 + cn-1,2 for every n 2 1. 
Cl,1 = 1. 05) 
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TABLE 1 
12 1 
11 1 12 
10 1 11 17 
9 1 10 65 341 
8 1 9 54 265 1155 
I 1 8 44 201 825 3157 
6 1 7 35 148 570 2067 7194 
5 1 6 27 105 318 12% 4302 13959 
4 1 5 20 71 238 110 2436 7590 23391 
3 1 4 14 45 140 427 1288 3858 11505 34210 
2 1 3 9 26 75 216 623 1800 5211 15115 43923 
1 1 2 5 13 35 96 267 750 2123 6046 17303 49721 
k/n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
We thus prove a conjecture of Dhar, Phani, and Barma [lo]. 
One can easily compute the numbers c,, k with the recursion (15) see 
Table 1. The last line of Table 1 gives the number of directed animals with 
one root point. 
By symmetry on the set of paths, it is immediate that the parameters h, 
and h, have the same distribution. By Theorem 2, this property is also 
valid for the parameter {- and p (among compact source directed animals). 
Of course, by symmetry on animals, the parameter 5- and 5’ also have the 
same distribution. 
From Viennot [34] relation (15) is equivalent to saying that the sequence 
{ a, }, ~ r is the sequence of moments of the orthogonal polynomials defined 
by 
4+,(x> = (x - hP’,b) - ULb) with A, = 1, b, = 1 
for every k 2 1, 
PI(x) = x - 6, with b, = 2, 
P,(x) = 1. 
4. ENUMERATION OF PATHS 
Before embarking on the construction of the bijection Q proving Theo- 
rems 1 and 2, we discuss some enumerative properties of the paths w of Fn 
and G,,, related to the directed animals problem. 
Usually, one-dimensional random paths (or walks) are considered with 
two allowed steps: North and South. Statistical properties of the parameters 
h and h, are very classical. 
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w(w)=accbcacbbaacaacbc 
h(w)=-1 , h,(w)=2 , he(w)=1 
FIG. 3. A path o of G, displayed on the space-time lattice 
Less classical are the analog properties for paths with the “rest” step. In 
order to make this paper self-contained, we will prove what we need. Also 
we will remain in the vein of “bijective combinatorics” by giving very 
simple bijectiue proofs for the number of one rooted-point directed animals 
and for formula (5). Of course, easy “analytic” proofs would be possible. 
It is convenient to visualize the paths w of G, in a two-dimensional 
lattice by introducing the time as the second dimension. The North (resp. 
South, resp. Rest) step of w corresponds to a North-East (resp. South-East, 
resp. East) step. Thus w is the projection on the vertical axis of the path 
going from point (0,O) to the point (n, h(w)) (see Fig. 3). 
Also it will be convenient to encode the path o of G, by a word 
w = XIXZ . . . x, of length n written with letters x1, x2,. . . , x, from the 
alphabet {a, b, c}. The letter xi is the letter a (resp. b, resp. c) when the 
ith step of o is North (resp. Rest, resp. South) (see Fig. 3). 
We denote by {u, b, c}* the set of all words w on the alphabet {a, b, c} 
(or free monoid). Concatenation of the two words u = x1.. . xP and u = 
Yl a. * y, is denoted by w = uu = x1.. . xPy, . . . yq. The word u is called a 
left factor of the word w. The number of occurrences of the letters x in the 
word w is denoted by IwI,. The length of the word w is Iw\ = 1~1~ + lwlb 
+ Iwlc- 
The set of words coding the paths of G,, (resp. F,) are denoted by G, 
(resp. E). In o_ther words, G, is the set_of all words of length n of 
{a, b, c}* and F, is the set of words w of G, satisfying the condition: (16) 
for any left factor u of w, 1~41~ 2 1~1~. 
We denote by M,, the paths o of F, ending at level h(w) = 0. The 
corresponding words w are characterized by the two conditions (16) and 
(17h Iwl, = 14,. 
The set of such words is denoted by a”. The number m,, of words w of 
II?, is classically called in combinatorics the Motzkin number. We call the 
word w a Mofzkin word. We remark that F, is the set of left factors of 
Motzkin words. 
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The set a” of Motzkin words splits into three disjoint classes: the class 
formed with the empty word, the words beginning with b and the words 
beginning with a. Any word w of the second class has a unique factorization 
w = bu with u E @,, Any word w of the third class has a unique factori- 
zation w = aucu with u and u Motzkin words. These trivial combinatorial 
properties give the following equation for the generating function m(t) = 
c n z om,t”: 
m(t) = 1 + tm(t) + t2m2(t), (18) 
from which we deduce 
m(t) = (2t2)-‘[(l - t) - (1 - 2t - 3tZ)1’2]. (19) 
Using standard techniques, one can deduce from (19) the relation: 
mn _ 3nn-3/2. (20) 
We remark that the number of Motzkin words of length 2n having no 
occurrences of b’s (no rest step in the path o of F,) is the very classical 
number c, = (l/(n + l))(y), called Catalan number. We deduce: 
(21) 
From Theorem 1, we deduce 
COROLLARY 4. The number of directed animaIs of size n growing from the 
origin in the octant 0 I x I y is the Motzkin number nnel. 
We remark that Dhar [9] has conjectured relation (20) for the number of 
such animals. 
Similarly, we can derive the generating function b(t) for words of & 
(defined by (16)) from the following combinatorial property. Every word w 
of F, has one (and only one) of the following form: 
- w is the empty word, 
- w has a unique factorization w = bu with u E Fn, 
- w has a unique factorization w = av with v E F,, 
- w has a unique factorization w = aucv with u E il?, and u E F,. 
This implies immediately: 
b(t) = 1 + 2tb(t) + t2b(t)m(t). (22) 
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Using relation (19), we deduce: 
b(t) = (2t)-‘[(l + t)““(l - 3t)-1’2 - 11. (23) 
From Theorem 1, a(t) = tb(t) and we thus prove relation (1) for one 
rooted-point directed animal. 
Remark. The sets of words of F” and ji?,, with n 2 0, are examples of 
algebraic languages. This notion is classical in theoretical computer science. 
These languages can be defined by equations with power series in noncom- 
mutative variables a, b, and c from which one can deduce (18) and (22) by 
replacing all the variables with t. 
We now use some combinatorial techniques introduced by Cori and 
Viennot [31]. It can be easily seen that 
LEMMAS. Any word w of ( a, b, c}* has a unique factorization 
w = w,z, . . . wkzkwk+l 
satisfying the three conditions: 
ti) wl~~-~,wk+l are (possibly empty) Motzkin words, 
(ii) zr,. . . , zk are letters a or c, 
(iii) there exists an integerp, 0 I p I k, such that for i s p, zi = c and 
for i > p, z, = a. 
In other words, h,(w) = p and each letter zi = c corresponds to the first 
passage of the corresponding path w at the level -i. Also, each zj = a 
corresponds to the last passage of w at the level -p + (j - p - l), and 
h,(w) = k - p. This factorization was called Catalan factorization [31] for 
words of (a, c}*. 
The words w of F, are characterized by p = 0, that is, all the letters 
zi = a. 
Let w = wizi . . . wkzkwk+i be a word of {a, b, c}* factorized according 
to Lemma 5 with p = h,(w). Let w+ be the word obtained from w by 
replacing each letter zi = c by the letter a. Denote 
f(w) = (w+, h,(w)). (24) 
It is easily seen: 
LEMMA 6. The map f de$ned by (24) is a bijection between G, (words of 
length n of {a, b, c}* and the set of pairs (u, p), where II is a word of F” and 
p is an integer such that 0 I p 5 h2(u). 
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We remark that h2( u) is also h(u), the level of the ending point of the 
corresponding path o of F,. We deduce immediately: 
c (1 + h(o)) = 3”. (25) 
WE F, 
The average of h(o), over all paths of I;,, is 3”/b, - 1. From Theorem 1, 
this is also the average of the lower width t-(P) over one-rooted point 
animals of size n - 1. By symmetry, we obtain the average of the total 
width and prove relation (5). 
Another application of Lemma 6 is to give a closed form for the number 
u, of one-rooted point directed animals. 
Let w be a word of F, and w = wlzl . . . wkzkwk+i the unique factorization 
of Lemma 5. Here all the letters zi = a. We associate the word w’ = 
f- ‘( w, 1 k/2]), where 1 k/2] denotes the integer part of k/_2. Clearly, the 
map w + w’ is a bijection between F, and words w’ of G, such that 
(~‘1, = Iw’l, or IW’J, = IW’I, + 1. (26) 
We deduce that the number of one-rooted point directed animals of size n 
is 
where [i/2] is the integer part of i/2. 
(27) 
Using the symmetry between h,(w) and h2(u), this number a, is also 
the number of compact-rooted irected animals with zero lower width. 
The numbers m,, k, the number of paths w of F, with h(w) = k, appear 
in Donaghey and Shapiro [32] under the name of the Motzkin triangle. Note 
that the number pcL, = C,,i li y , ( I( 1 enumerating words of Gn satisfying 
Iw’], = ]w’lc, is also the coefficient of t” in (1 + t + ?z)n. The correspond- 
ing generating function is (1 - 2t - 3t2)-l12. We can also write a, = 
(~1, + ~~-i)/2. In fact the numbers a, appear in 1321 under the notation 
M,. This sequence is not in Sloane’s book [33], but {II,,} is sequence no 
1070 of [33]. 
The Motzkin triangle can be obtained from the triangle of Table 1 by 
taking the differences two by two of consecutive rows. In other words, we 
have the relation I)z,,k-l = c,+i,k - c,+l,k+l. 
The number c, + i, k enumerates paths w of G,, such that h*(E) = k - 1. 
From Lemma 6, these paths are in bijection with words u of Fn such that 
h2@) 2 k - 1. Thus c,+~,~ - ~,+i,~+i s the number mn,k-l of words u 
of F, such that h,(u) = k - 1. 
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Again using Theorem 2, this fact can be restated in terms of directed 
animals. In particular, for k = 1, we prove a fact observed by Dhar 
(personal communication): the number of compact-rooted animals of size n 
with one source point is equal to the number of directed animals of size n 
growing from the origin in the octant 0 I x I y (i.e., Mot&in number). 
Another consequence of Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 is the following: The 
number of compact-rooted irected animals P of size n such that p(P) = k 
and 5-(P) = j is mn-l,k+j. 
5. THE BIJECTION BETWEEN PATHS AND DIRECTED ANIMALS 
We introduce first a few notations about animals. If p = (x, y) is a point 
of the lattice Z X Z, we denote by N(p) = (x, y + 1) (resp. S(p) = 
(x, y - l), E(p) = (x + 1, y), W(p) = (x - 1, y)) the nearest-neighbor 
of ~1 located at the North (resp. South, East, and West). We will aiso use the 
next-nearest-neighbors NE( CL) = iV( E( p)), SE(p), NW(p), SW(p). 
We will be concerned here only with directed animals P having compact 
source called k-animals (consecutive root points). Recall that the highest 
point of the root points is denoted by a(P) or simply (Y. The idea is to 
construct three operators A, B, C acting on animal P of size n, giving an 
animal of size n + 1 and such that the number p(P) + 1 of root points 
increases by one with A, remains the same by B, and decreases by one with 
C (except if p(P) = 0). Each of these operators corresponds to letter a, b, 
or c (or the North, Rest, or South step of the path G,,). These operators 
must be such that any h-directed animal can be obtained, from the animal 
reduced to one point, by performing a sequence of these operations. 
Moreover, this sequence must be unique. 
The easiest definition is: 
OPERATOR A. If P is an h-directed animal. then we define: 
A(P) = P U {NW(a)}. (28) 
For the two other operators we need to introduce some notations. If P is 
a subset of Z X Z, A(P) is the subset obtained by a translation in the 
preferred direction of each point v of P: Y + NE(v). If P is a directed 
animal and v E P, then T,(P) denotes the set of all points of P which can 
be reached from v by a directed path of P. 
OPERATOR C. There are two cases: 
- C,, if P has only one root point then: 
C(P) = P u (W(a)}. (29) 
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FIG. 4. Operator C with “agglomeration.” 
- C,, if p(P) 2 1 then: 
C(P) = {p\W)l 
We will prove later that there 
” {A(W))) ” {E(d)- (30) 
are no “collisions” in the sliding A of 
7”(P), that is { A(T,( P)} n {P \ T,(P)} = 0. Note that T,,,,,,,(C(P)) 
contains A(T,(P)), but can “agglomerate” other parts of the animal (see 
Fig. 4). Thus C(P) is an h-animal with size IC( P)] = 1 PI + 1. 
Operator B splits into two cases. One trivial case is when N(a) is an 
empty site. The ,general case is more delicate and requires first defining 
three points y, 6, E related to the animal P. 
Let P be an h-directed animal. The stair of the animal P is the longest 
sequence {a1 = cx( P), a2, . . . , (Ye} (possibly empty) of points of the animal 
such that: 
- for all odd integers i, 1 I i I k, E(cr;) @ P, and 0~; = 
E(cw,-t) (with the convention a0 = W((Y,)), 
- for all even integers i, 2 I i < k, N(oL~) G P, and (Y, = (31) 
N(ai-1). 
Note that the stair is empty if E( a( P)) E P. 
For an h-animal such that N(a) E P, the point y is uniquely determined 
by the conditions: 
- if the stair is empty then y = W( a( P)) = a0 else 
- y = al with i the maximum integer I, 0 I 1 I k such that: 
l if 1 is odd then N(cy,) and NE(a,) are in P, (32) 










Empty stair Stair=tal=a(F9> 
FIG. 5. Edge (6, E) is vertical and y = aO. 
..I .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.,,....i ;.. : : 
,...: ,....... i :.- : : : : : 
k=3 r=aa=ak k=4 x=a3=aks1 k=S s=as=ak-s 
FIG. 6. Edge (6, E) is horizontal. 
Clearly, the point y exists for every h-directed animal having N(U) as a 
nonempty site. We will define the points 6, E by: 
l if y = (Y, with 1 odd, 6 = N(y), 
l if y = a, with I even, 6 = E(y), 
l E = NE(y). (33) 
Note that 6 and E are always in the animal. The point y is a point of the 
animal, except if y = CQ, which is obviously equivalent o the condition (see 
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k=4 lI=K~=U,, k=S ~l=o(~=ol~-~ 
FIG. 7. Edge (6, E) is vertical. 
Fig. 5): 
E(a) E P (empty stair) or ivN(a) E P. (34) 
We remark also that y is not necessarily the last point (Ye of the stair of 
the animal. We can have the three cases: 
(y = (Yk), (y = (Ykwl, 6 = ak), or (y = akp2, 6 = akw17 & = ak). 
For each of these cases the edge joining 6 and E can be horizontal or 
vertical (see Figs. 5, 6, and 7). 
We remark that it would be possible to include the trivial case “N(a) 
empty site” in the general case by defining y = SW(o), 6 = W(a), and 
E = CL With such definitions, operator B splits only into two cases: 
OPERATOR B. 
B,,ifN(cw) 4 P thenB(P) = PU {N(a)}, (35) 
B,, if N(a) E P then denote T,, ,(P) = T,( P \ E) and 
B(P) = (P\ T,,,(P)) ” A&&‘)) ” {V (36) 
The one-rooted animal T8, ( P) is the set of points of the animal P which 
can be reached from S = 6(P) by a directed path of points of the animal, 
not passing through the point E = E(P). 
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FIG. 8. Path corresponding to the word u = aaccchcabacbbbbc 
We will prove later that there are no “collisions” in the translation, that 
is A( T,, ,( P)) r~ { P \ 7”. ,(P)} = 0. Thus B(P) is obviously an animal of 
size 1 B(P) 1 = 1 P 1 + 1 and with the same root as P. 
It is important to note the relations: 
v@(P)) = a(P)> a@(P)) = E(P), E@(P)) = NE(a). 
Now if w = wiwz . . . wn is a word of length n of {a, b, c}*, one can 
define Q(w) as the h-animal obtained from the unique one-point animal 
P = {(Y(P)} by the sequence of operators X,X,. . . X, with Xi = A (resp. 
B, C) when wj = a (resp. b, c) (see the example in Figs. 8 and 9). 
We remark that the map u + U+ defined just before relation (24) gives a 
bijection between the set of path o of G,, with h,(w) = 0 and the set of 
paths of F, (that is, h,(w) = 0). 
We will prove below that 0 is a bijection by constructing the reverse map 
Q-l. 
We prove here that 0 satisfies conditions (14) and (14’) of Theorem 2. 
Operators A, C,, and B do not change the lower width t-(P). The only 
change comes from the C, case. In that case: {-(C,(P)) = 1 + t-(P). 
Thus E-(@(w)) is the number of occurrences of the letter c corresponding 
to the C, case. 
If w = w1z1w2z2..  WkZkWkfl is the unique factorization of Lemma 5 it 
is easy to prove by induction on the length of w that the letters c 
corresponding to the C, case are exactly the p = h,(w) letters zi = c, 
1 I i I p. Thus Q satisfies condition (14) of Theorem 2: t-(@(w)) = h,(w). 
Now the number of root points p(P) + 1 is invariant by B and C,, 
increases by one with A, and decreases by one with C,. 
For 1 I i I k + 1, we have lw,l, = 1~~1~. Thus p(@(P)) points of the 
root of ‘P(P) have been created by the k - p = h2(w) letters zi = a of w, 
p<i<k. 
Hence Cp also satisfies condition (14’) of Theorem 2: h*(w) = p(ip(w)). 




FIG. 9. Directed animals obtained from the sequence AACCCBCABACBBBBC corres- 
ponding to Fig. 8. 
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FIG. 9-Continued. 
6. THE REVERSE BIJECTION 
Here we describe the reverse maps \k between directed animals of size 
n + 1 and paths w of G,, (or words of length n of {a, b, c}*). In order to 
define the reverse operators corresponding to A, B,, B,, C,, C,, we define a 
partition (p,, pblr pb2, pcl, jpcl) of the animals of size 2 2 into five disjoint 
classes, by the following conditions on the directed animal P (each condition 
is separated by a “;” which means the logical “and”): 
- l(s,: N(a) cc P; p(P) 2 1, 
- fJcl: N(a) 56 P; p(P) = 0, 
- p,*: N(a) E P; if NE(a) E P then E(a) E P; NN( a) E P, 
- pbl: N(a) E P; if NE(a) E P then E(a) E P; NN(a) G P, 
- ph2: N(a)E P; NE(a)E P; E(a)E P. 
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OPERATOR A-‘. For any animal P E go a: 
A-‘(P) = P\ {a}. (37) 
OPERATOR c-l. For any animal P E pcl: 
c;‘(p) = P\ {a}. (38) 
Let P be an animal and J3 a point of the animal. We denote by R@(P) 
the subset of points v of T,(P) such that any directed path going from one 
of the root points to the point v and using only points in the animal passes 
necessarily through the point j3. We can define 
OPERATOR C;'. For any animal P E p c2: 
C,‘(P) = [P\ (@‘%$I ” %w&=))] ” A-‘(bw,&‘))~ (3% 
OPERATOR B;‘. For any animal P E pbl: 
B;‘(P) = P\ {N(a)}. w 
OPERATOR B,‘. For any animal P E gh2, with S = S(P) and E = E(P) 
defined by condition (33): 
B,‘(P) = {P\&(P)} u A-‘&(P)). (41) 
The operator C-’ (resp. B-l) is defined on @,r U pc2 (resp. p6r U pb2) 
according to the C, or C, case (resp. B, or B2). 
By definition of p3,, @cl, and pbl it is easily seen that the corresponding 
operator gives again an h-directed animal. We remark that P \ {a} is an 
animal if and only if N(cy) 4 P, that is P E @;3, U p,,. We also remark that 
if N(cu) E P, then P \ {N(a)} is still an animal if and only if P E pbl. It is 
proved below that there is no collision in the reverse sliding A-’ defining 
Cc’ and that thee is only one collision in the sliding of B;’ that is 
A- ‘( R,( P)) n P = y(P). It is also easily seen that again we obtain animals. 
Thus each inverse operator A-‘, B-‘, C-’ gives an h-animal of size 
n - 1 from an h-animal of size n. 
The map 4’: P + w = x1x2.. . x, is defined by applying recursively the 
reverse operator A-‘, B-‘, C-l from an animal of size n + 1 until obtaining 
the single point animal. The letter xi is a, b, or c according to the fact that 
the n - i + lth operator is A-‘, B-l, or C-’ (the word w is constructed 
from right to left). 
It is proved below that each operator A-‘, B-l, C-l is the reverse 
mapping of the operator A, B, or C. Thus A (resp. B or C) is a one-to-one 
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correspondence between h-animals of size n 2 1 and h-animals of size 
n + 1 of @, (resp. ph or up ,). Hence @ and \Ir are bijections and \k = Q-r. 
7. PROOF OF PROPERTIES STATED IN 5,6 
LEMMA 7. For any animal P with p(P) 2 1, P \ T,(P) is an animal. 
Trivial. 
LEMMA 8. For any animal with p(P) 2 1, there are no collisions in the 
construction of C,(P). 
Suppose there exists a point ~1 of the animal P such that ~1 E A(T,(P)) 
n (P \ T,(P)). The point p is reached by a directed path starting at one of 
the root points. Thus S(p) or W(p) is a point of the animal P. Also 
Y = SW(p) E T,(P) because p E A(T,(P)). We conclude p E T,(P). This 
is a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 9. For any animal P with p(P) 2 1, if we denote a = a(P) and 
8 = NE(ar(P)) = NN(cu(C(P))), then R,(C(P)) = A(T,(P)). 
Obviously A(T,( P)) c T,(C( P)). Let p be a point of A(T,( P)), and let 
tl43, I-57.. . > pLp = p} be a directed path of points of C(P) starting at one of 
the root points IL,,. As p0 @ A(T,(P)) and p E A(T,(P)), there exists an 
integer k, 0 I k <p - 1, such that pk @ A(T,(P)) and pk+l E A(T,(P)). 
Thus SJ4Qk+r) E T,(P) and pk must be also in T,(P). But pk E C(P) 
and pk E T,(P), and so pk must be in A(T,(P)), unless pk = E(a), 
swbk+l) = 6 and Pk+l = 8. Thus the path { pO, pt,. . . , pLp = p} passes 
necessarily through the point 8. We have proved A(T,(P)) E R,(C(P)). 
Conversely, let p E C(P) be a point of R,(C( P)). Suppose p G A(T,( P)). 
From Lemma 8, p = E(a) or p E P \ T,(P). The first case is obviously 
impossible. Thus p E P \ T,(P). From Lemma 7, we can find a directed 
path in P \ T,(P) reaching p and starting at one of the root points of 
P \ T,(P), that is, the root points of C(P). This path w is contained 
in C(P) and, from p E R,(C(P)), we conclude that 8 belongs to w. 
Necessarily S(8) = E(a) also belongs to w. This is a contradiction with 
w c P \ T,( I’). The lemma is proved. 
An immediate corollary is: 
LEMMA 10. For any animal P with p(P) 2 1, C(P) E pc2 and 
c,-‘(C(P)) = P. 
LEMMA Il. For any animal P E g~,~, there is no collision in the 
construction C; ’ defined by (39) and C,‘(P) is an h-animal of size 
Ic;l(P)I = IPI - 1. 
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We denote by f? the point NN(cr). Let ~1 be a point of P \ ({N(a)} u 
R,(P)) and of A-‘(R@(P)). Q = P\R,(P) is the set of points of P which 
can be reached from one of the root points by any directed path in P, not 
containing the point 8. It is a directed animal. From the condition defining 
pC2, Q \ N(a) is also a directed animal. Thus p can be reached by a 
directed path { pO,pl,. . . , pLp = p} in Q \ N(a) starting at one of the root 
points pFLo f P. By hypothesis NE(p) E R,(P) and NE(p) # B because 
S?%‘(6) = NW((Y) 4 P. Thus NE(p) is reached from 9 by a directed path 
contained in R@(P). 
In particular, one of the two points v = N(p) or v = E(p) belongs to 
R,(P). But the path {pO, pi,, . . , p, v} does not pass through 8. This is a 
contradiction with v E R,(P). Thus there is no collision. 
The second part of the lemma is obvious. 
Lemmas 10 and 11 imply trivially: 
LEMMA 12. Operator C is a bijection between animals of size n and 
animals of g~,~ U pc2 of size n + 1. The inverse bijection is defined by (38) 
and (39). 
Also obviously: 
LEMMA 13. Operator A is a bijection between animals of size n and 
animals of fg (1 of size n + 1. 
LEMMA 14. Let P be an animal, then we have y( B( P)) = 6(P), 6( B( P)) 
= e(P), and E( B( P)) = NE(S( P)). 
Suppose {q = a(P), ff2,, . . , (Ye} is the stair of P with the convention 
(~a = W(cu), y = (Y, with 0 I I I k. Suppose I is an odd number. Then 
E(y) 4 P, 6 = N(y), and E = NE(y). By the construction of B(P), N(6) 
c?! B(P). Thus 6 belongs to the stair of B(P), with E(6) = E in B(P) and 
NE(a) in B(P). The point 6 is a candidate to be y(B( P)). If S was not 
y(B( P)), we would have to find y(B(P)) higher in the stair of B(P), and 
this implies E(E) 65 B(P) and NE(E) E B(P). But by construction of 
Operator B, N(6) E P implies NE(s) 4 B(P). Thus N(S) 4 P and we 
obtain a contradiction with the definition of y: lyl+i = N(y) = S is in the 
stair of the animal P, with E(cw,+,) and NE(cy,+i) elements of P. Hence 
a(P) = Y@(P)). 
The case for I as an even number is similar, and we deduce the lemma. 
LEMMA 15. Let P be any animal. Then there is no collision in the 
construction of B(P). 
The lemma is trivial for B,. 
Let P be an animal such N(n) E P. For this case, Operator B becomes 
Operator B,. Suppose there exists a collision in the construction of B,(P). 
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Thus there exists a point p of the animal P such that /J E (A(T,, ,(P)) n 
(P \ T,,,(P))). The point p is reached by a directed path stating at one of 
the root points. Thus S( cl) or IV(p) is a point of the animal P. As p 
belongs to S(T,, ,(P)), we also have SW(p) E T,,,(P). We conclude ).r E 
T,, ,(P). This is a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 16. For any animal P, with 6 = 6(P), E = E(P), and 6’ = 
E( B( P)) then 
w8,eW) = mw). 
From Lemma 14, 8 = .s(B(P)) = NE(S(P)). Let p be a point of 
A(T,, ,(P)), and let { pO, pi,. . . , pp = p} be a directed path of points of 
B(P) starting at one of the root points pO. 
As p0 4 A(T,,,(P)) and p E A(T,,,(P)), there exists an integer k, 0 I k 
I p - 1, such that pk 4 A(T,,,(P)) and pk+l E A(T,,,(P)). Since pk+l E 
A(T,,,(P)), Sw(pk+i) belongs to T,,,(P). Hence pk must be also in 
T,, ,(P) (because pk E P and pk = s(pk+l) Or pk E w(pk+l)) un1ess pk = 
E(S), SW(pk+i) = 6, and pk+i = 13. Thus the path {pO,pl ,..., pLp = CL} 
passes necessarily through point 0. We have proved A( T,, ,( P)) c R,(B( P)). 
Conversely, let p E B(P) be a point of R,(B(P)). Suppose ~1 4
A(T, ,(P)). From Lemma 15, p = 8 or p E P \ Ts, ,( P). The first case is 
obviously impossible. Thus ~1 E P \ T,,,(P). As P \ T,,,(P) is an animal, 
we can find a directed path in P \ T,, ,(P) reaching p and starting at one of 
the root points of P \ T,,,(P). These root points are also the root points of 
B(P). This path o is contained in B(P), and from 1-1 E R,(B(P)), we 
conclude that 0 belongs to w. Necessarily, if edge (6, E) is horizontal (resp. 
vertical) S(8) = E(6) = E (resp. W(e) = N(6) = E) also belongs to w. But 
when edge (8, E) is horizontal (resp. vertical) S(E) (resp. W(E)) does not 
belong to w. So S belongs to o. This is a contradiction with w c P \ T6, ,( P). 
The lemma is proved. 
An immediate corollary is: 
LEMMA 17. For any animal P, with N(a) E P, B(P) E g~,,~ and 
B,‘(B(P)) = P. 
LEMMA 18. For any animal P E @t3h2 there is one and only one collision in 
the construction of B,l(P) dejnedby (32): A-‘(R,(P)) U (P\R,(P)) = y 
(which is a point of P). Bg ‘( P) IS an animal with size lB;‘(P)l = (P( - 1, 
By construction of B;‘(P), it is obvious that there is at least one 
collision: y, if P E ph2. 
Let p beapointof A-‘(R,(P))andof P\R,(P). Q = P\R,(P)isthe 
set of points of P which can be reached from one of the root points by a 
directed path in P, not containing the point E. It is a directed animal. Thus 
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p can be reached by a directed path { /.q,, pr,. . . , pu, = p} in Q starting at 
one of the root points of P: pO. By hypothesis NE@) E R,(P). Thus 
NE(p) is reached from E by a nonempty path contained in R,(P) or 
NE(p) = E. In the first case one of the two points v = N(p) or v = E(p) 
belongs to R,(P). But the path (pO, pr,. . . , p, v} does not pass through E. 
This is a contradiction with v E R,(P). Thus ~1 = SW(E) = y and there is 
one and only one collision. 
The second part of the lemma is obvious. 
Lemmas 17 and 18 imply trivially: 
LEMMA 19. Operator 3 is a b&e&ion between animals of size n and 
animals of phi U ghZ of size n + 1. The inverse bijection is defined by (40) 
and (41). 
Thus we have proved: 
LEMMA 20. @ and \k are bijections and \k = W’. 
An interesting property and easy to prove using Lemma 14 is 
LEMMA 21. For any animal P, B(B( P)) = (P \ T,(P)) U (A(T,( P))) U 
{a> ” {Wa)l. 
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